Abstract. To help in understanding the physical and biological mechanisms underlying effects of cosmic and therapeutic types of radiation on the central nervous system (CNS), we have developed an original neuron application based on the Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation toolkit, in particular on its biophysical extension Geant4-DNA. The applied simulation technique provides a tool for the simulation of physical, physico-chemical and chemical processes (e.g. production of water radiolysis species in the vicinity of neurons) in realistic geometrical model of neural cells exposed to ionizing radiation. The present study evaluates the microscopic energy depositions and water radiolysis species yields within a detailed structure of a selected neuron taking into account its soma, dendrites, axon and spines following irradiation with carbon and iron ions.
Introduction
The investigation of radiation damage to the central nervous system (CNS) has been an on-going challenge for the last decades primarily due to the issues of brain radiotherapy and radiation protection for astronauts during space travel. Although recent findings revealed a number of molecular mechanisms associated with radiation-induced impairments in behaviour and cognition, some uncertainties exist in the initial neuronal cell injury leading to the further development of CNS malfunction. As usual, these initial stages of neuronal injury are hardly accessible to experimental measurements. Many events cannot be investigated experimentally at all. In this regard, development of computational methods for assessing these early stages of radiation damage to CNS is of great interest.
The irradiation with heavy charged particles is known to be a cause of numerous neurological disturbances in the CNS, leading to various behaviour and cognitive impairments [1] . The effects therefore cannot be completely understood without examining the earliest stages of the radiation injury to individual neurons. The initial radiation-induced events depend on the kinetic energy of the incident particles, and some of this energy can be transferred to the atoms and molecules during the incident particle pass through the target volume. The ionized or excited molecules produce new charged ions, free radicals and highly reactive chemical species that can break the chemical bonds and result thus in cells and tissues damage. Discrete Monte Carlo techniques are efficiently used to address this issue and to perform detailed modeling of the stochastic energy depositions within the trajectory of the incident particle and all secondary low energy particles. The neural cells have complex morphologies and narrow-tree-like structures with large area that makes them unique targets for particle irradiation.
The one of the most suitable tools for the simulation of the radiation transport inside and outside neural cells is the general-purpose Geant4 Monte Carlo toolkit, which is used in a wide range of applications, including particle physics, accelerator design, space engineering, medical physics, education and industrial domains [2, 3] . The Geant4 extension to the very low energies encompasses the Geant4-DNA models serving to the calculation of initial radiation damage at the molecular level and showing good agreement with the experimental cross sections for nanodosimetry [4, 5] .
We have extended a Geant4-based original application called NEURON to the investigation of the initial mechanisms of radiation-induced events in CNS, involving detailed modeling of the physicochemical processes in the vicinity of the neurons [6] [7] [8] . The purpose of the present work is to describe the capabilities of this radiobiology application for the simulation of single neuron irradiation with energetic heavy ions.
The NEURON user application
NEURON is a new radiobiology application of the Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation toolkit which reads any standardized neuromorphometric format (SWC) file representing the neuron morphology and estimates the microscopic energy depositions and production of water radiolysis species in the vicinity of the neural cells. The SWC file format is an output file defining the most realistic geometrical description of the neuron structure generated by digitally tracing tools based on 3D confocal microscopy images. Many laboratories are freely sharing their tracing reconstructions within SWC formats via online archives such as the NeuroMorpho.Org repository. A typical neuron morphology is composed of a cell body (soma), a single axon and dendritic trees with thousands of spines. These structures are simulated through combination of spherical and cylindrical volumes representing the smallest neuronal elements known as compartments (two interconnected morphological points). The source code of NEURON is written in C++, where classes are defined which implement joining morphological points, geometrical transformations, rotations, calculation of the volume and the overall dimensions of the neuron, a bounding volume etc. Before computation, the user loads a standardized SWC file of a neuron and generates a bounding volume and a homogeneous spherical medium with dimensions automatically extrapolated using the SWC file describing 3D coordinates of a neuron morphology. The homogeneous medium contains both volumes of neural cell and bounding volume, that are all filled with liquid water. Geant4 condensed electromagnetic models are used outside the neuron structure and Geant4-DNA discrete physicochemical models are activated inside the neuron structure, which is declared as a G4Region (Figure 1a) . Nevertheless, the user can change the physical and chemical processes in the simulated media via simple UI commands, such as G4EmLivermorePhysics (condensed) or G4EmDNAPhysics (discrete) for all the medium, or a combination of condensed and discrete processes outside and inside the neuron structure. The primary particle is starting at a random position on the sphere surface (homogeneous medium) and uniformly directed towards the neuron structure (Figure 1b) .
Neuronal morphological data of a single granule cell (GranuleCell-Nr2.CNG.swc file) from NeuroMorpho.Org has been selected as an example for our application which is found in the dentate gyrus region of mouse hippocampus (Figure 1 ). The overall dimensions (width × height × depth) of the selected neuron are calculated (252 × 317 × 64 − µm 3 ) from coordinates of morphological points. The total volume and length of the selected neuron are 5048.43 µm 3 and 2191.54 µm, respectively. 
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Calculation of microscopic energy depositions and production of water radiolysis species in the neuron model
In the present study, a neuron is assumed to be exposed to 0.1 Gy carbon and iron ions with kinetic energies of 290 MeV/u and 600 MeV/u, respectively. The fluence dose of 0.1 Gy is equivalent to 12809 carbon ions and 938 iron ions in the simulation medium. The simulation results are reported in Figure 2 where simulations of the direct and indirect effects on a single neuron under irradiation with carbon and iron ions with same fluence dose are reported. In the case of 0.1 Gy iron ions, particle traversals are longer than those of the carbon ions, however, the total number of neuron hits and the energy deposition are larger for the carbon ions as compared to the iron ions. The most widespread products of the water radiolysis are the solvated electrons e (Figure 2b ). In the current study we have obtained morphological points of dendritic spines from original experimental data of selected neurons [9] that included coordinates and sizes of only spine heads, do not include neck information and spines morphology. The diameter and length of the spine neck were generated from ratio of spines head/neck diameter and total length derived from literature [10] . Thus, 2446 spines were simulated and each spine defined as two solids of sphere and cylinder, neck diameter depending on various size of spines head as ratio of 1.1. Figure 3 presents detailed results of the analysis of energy depositions and production of chemical species in the neutron structure, taking into account such cell components as soma, dendrites, axon and spines. In this case, most particles are traversing the structure of dendrites and spines. In addition, the energy deposition occurred mainly in dendrites rather than in other structures at the given dose of iron ions. As a result (Figure 3b) , the hydrogen peroxide is the most observed product in soma and dendrites after irradiation.
Conclusions
The paper presented simulation results of the new NEURON application of the Geant4 and Geant4-DNA toolkits. The applied simulation tool allows for the modeling of neuron cell irradiation, including physical, physico-chemical and chemical processes (e.g. production of water radiolysis species in the vicinity of the neurons). It uses realistic geometrical models of the neurons generated from a standardized SWC file representing the neuron morphology and a multi-scale discrete/non-discrete combination of Geant4-DNA and Geant4 electromagnetic processes. We have obtained accurate estimates for the probability of particle traversals, distribution of microscopic energy depositions, hit percentage of neuron structures and number of water radiolysis species in chosen neuron and such cell components as soma, dendrites, axon and spines after irradiation of energetic carbon and iron ions. In the case of carbon ions (290 MeV/u), the total energy deposition and number of most water radiolysis in a neuron were observed larger than those of the iron ions (600 MeV/u) at a same dose. The NEURON application helps to understand the initial physico-chemical events of ionizing radiation action in the CNS in the context of space radiobiology problems.
